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ABSTRACT 
Using a simple model for the layer of the tearing mode, we demonstrate 

that toroidally coupled tearing modes with two rational surfaces are most 
unstable when the u 's of the electrons at the rational surfaces are equal. 
The onset of instability may then occur because of the tuning of <•> rather 
than the passage of a'-like quantities through zero. This mechanism for the 
onset of instability is sharp since the resonance is narrow. The effect of 
toroidal rotation is also discussed. 
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Tearing modes are observed to rotate with a frequency of order the 
electron diamagnetic drift frequency CJ . tu has a significant effect on the 
dynamics within the "layer" surrounding the rational surface but not on the 
external solutions. ^ y e consider tearing modes with toroidal mode number 1 
and two rational surfaces in the plasma, one at r m where q(r_) = m/1 and the 
other at rffi+1 where q(rm+i) = m+1/1. Since a toroidal eigenmode contains all 
the poloidal harmonics, both rational surfaces will have boundary layers. We 
demonstrate that when utra(rm) * "m+i^m+l^* t h e r e a r e t w 0 eigenmodes with 

ft ft ft ft 
frequencies m^ and ttm+1. When wm = <"m+1' t* l e t w o m o d e s a r e resonant; this 
resonant mode is more unstable than the nonresonant mode. The width of this 

ft ft ft 
resonance is {a - w , }/u - <S/a, where « is the resistive layer width and a m n+i m 
the minor radius. Since the width of the resonance is very narrow, we expect 

# ft that a sharp onset of the mode can occur when u^ - uim+1 passes through zero. 

Matching u 's is equivalent to matching the toroidal component of the 
diamagnetic drift velocities. 

The internal "layer" solution matches to the external solution via the 
qjantity 4 . (A1 is the jump in the ratio of small to large Mercier 

solutions across the rational surface.) For a mode with two rational surfaces 

there are two Jumps: 4' at r_ and A* . at r_ .. A and 4 . are constrained J r m m m+i BH-I m m+1 
by the external solution to satisfy ̂ 

( t m - o ) < V l -B> - Y ̂ 0 . (1) 

a, 6, and y are constants obtained by solving the ideal MHD equations in the 
external region. In a large aspect ratio torus a - &'m and 6 - d' m + 1 of an 
equivalent cylinder and ? is of order the inverse aspect ratio squared. 
Layer theory provides the relationships a'm = 4' (ui) and A m +, = 6m+i(u) which 
when substituted into Eq. (1) yield a dispersion relation. 
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Equation ('.) describes a hyperbola in the A , A' 1 plane (See Fig. 1). 
Most layer theories require A' > 0 for instability; therefore, instability is 
only possible when part of the hyperbola is in the positive quadrant of A^, 
A,J1+1 space. If o c 0, S < 0, and as < Y. then no part of the hyperbola is in 
the positive quadrant. The layer theory describes another curve in the A^, 
Ajj|+1 space. (This curve is parameterized by w.) The intersections of the two 
curves give A m and AJJ)+1 of the eigenfunction. Often w, A m, and A m + 1 are 
complex and their graphical representation is in four dimensions! 

When vT e = 0 at the rational surfaces, the semicollisional and 
collisionless layer theories yield relations of the form^>^ 

m to m 

m + 1 5m+1 V . m+1 

The subscript m or m+1 means the quantity is evaluated at the m'th or m+1*th 
surface. fl„ = MnnT/B2(l^/l^) is the poloidal beta, 1_ is the magnetic shear 
length and l n is the density scale length, w = lcTe/ne dn/d<» where i> is the 
poloidal flux. 6 is the layer width which depends on the collisionality and 
geometry. When the collision rate of the electron v is much less than u (the 
collisionless mode), i » o e (l g/l n). When u >> u and p^ > 6 (the 
semicollisional mode), 6 = o e (l s/l n) (im /v) . 

For definiteness we will deal with the collisionless mode (the 
semioollisional mode yields similar results). Inserting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1), 
we obtain 

[i(« - «*) - a'] [i(u - *>" ) - 6') - Y' = 0 , (3) 
m m+1 
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where ot'=aw 6/6 ,fl'=Su , S ,/B ,, and y' : T" n , <5 £ -,/(B S , ) . in m pm' m»1 m+1 pm*l * m ra+1 m m*1 pm pm+i 
We expect that except when we are close to ideal marginality 6 , 8 - 0 ( a ) and 
y - 0(a~^), where a is the minor radius of the tokamak. a', S', and Y' are, 
therefore, small since S/a is very small. 

We consider two situations: Case 1, <u_ i u_ . and Case II, cu_ = u . + 
' DI m+i ' m m*i 

0(5/a). 

Case 1 u>_ t u_^ i 

In this case the two solutions to Eq. (3) are: 

u = ui* - ia' + 0 (s 2/a 2) m 

aa' - | >> 1 <«) 
m+i o 

4 = a m 

and 

u = u* , - is' * 0(6 2/a 2) 

ai 1 - a/5 >> 1 (5) 

m + i 

Physically, Eq. CO corresponds to a solution in which the m+lth surface at 
r m + 1 is behaving like an ideal MHD layer (4' -» •» is the ideal behavior). -« 
is a fast frequency compared to the reconnection rate (which is of or-
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der u 6A') so that the layer will respond ideally when the frequency seen by 
the plasma, u> - u , is of order <u . The solution given by Eq. (4) lies on the 
asymptote of the hyperbola a m = a in the A^, A ^ space (see Fig. 1). 
Clearly, Eq. (5) describes the analogous solution to Eq. (4) with m •» m+1 and 
m+1 - m. Note that when a < 0 and S < 0 both solutions [Eqs. (5) and (6)] are 
stable. 

Case II u m = u m + 1 + 0 (s/a) 
In this case the two surfaces are resonant and it is possible to pick u> 

so that neither surface behaves ideally. Let oi = 1 / 2 ( " l
r n + " W i ^ " i r a n d 6 u 

= 1/2(<um+1 - u m ) . (If r has a positive real part, the mode grows.) Equation 

(3) then becomes 

2r = a' + 6' ± [(o' + B ' ) 2 -f 4< T' - a'B') - 45L>* 2 - 4iSu*(a' - B ' ) ] 1 / 2 . 

(6) 
When 6u >> a', B', and ( T ' ) 1 / 2 , then the solutions of Eq. (6) reduce to Eqs. 

(4) and (5). Clearly, when 5u> - 0(a ,6', (T') ), the resonant effects are 
important. 

We assume that y is positive (there is no proof of this but it seems from 
experience that below the ideal stability boundary y is usually positive). 
The growth rate is a maximum (minimum) for the positive (negative) sign of the 
square root when Soi = 0 (see Fig. 2). There is no growing mode for any value 
of 6u when a < 0, 6 < 0, and Y < aB. 

Perhaps the most interesting case is when a < 0, 6 < 0, but Y > a8 (this 
is illustrated in Fig. 1) since when 6u >> a', e', and (Y') , both modes 
are stable and when 6u = 0 one mode is unstable, and the other mode is 
stable. One can visualize this case by noting that the solutions 
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corresponding to 5OJ* - tu lie on the stable asymptotes of the hyperbola in 
Fig. 1. But, when 6a> = 0, one of the solutions lies on the part of the 
hyperbola in the positive quadrant of i^ i]J1+1 space. (This visualization is 
complicated by the complex nature of the A's but it still provides some 

insight.) 
In this note we discuss the influence of u on tearing mode stability in 

a torus. For a plasma with two rational surfaces the most unstable mode is 
when ui is the same at both rational surfaces, &>_ = w„ ,. We show that 

7 m m+1 
41 if situations exist where the tearing mode is stable when w— * w_ 1, but unstable ° m m+1 

when u : " W v I n a tyP i c a- 1 tokamak the current profile is relatively 
stationary (it evolves on the resistive time scale), but the density profile 
may change relatively quickly (especially with pellet fueling or during a 
sawtooth). We expect that as the q profile and p profile evolve in time 
towards instability, the first appearance of the hyperbola in the positive 
quadrant is as illustrated in Fig. 1 (where o < 0, a < 0, and Y > >*&) • One 
scenario for the onset of tearing modes is as follows: The hyperbola is as 
illustrated in Fig. 1. Prior to onset wm i &) m + 1, but the u 's change with 
time (the hyperbola is approximately stationary) and when w = u m + 1 , the mode 
becomes unstable and starts to grow. Since the resonance is sharp (Stu /u> is 
of order the layer width over the minor radius), this scenario leads to a 
rapid onset of the tearing mode. A mode with w^ = w , involves 
reconnection (islands) at both rational surfaces and, therefore, the 

> » 
eigenfunction will be qualitatively different from modes where <u * u> , and 

m m+ T 
reconnection takes place at only one surface. 

We have ignored the temperature gradient in this treatment; however, in 
the linear regime of the mode the temperature gradient is stabilizing.^>5 The 
temperature gradient is destroyed by an island of width 6, the resistive layer 
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width. The density gradient, however, is flattened by an island of width 
c^lg/ljj.3 Therefore, if the initial perturbation (i.e., prior to instability 
onset) is such that the initial island width is bigger than 6 and smaller than 
o il s/l n, the temperature gradient may be ignored but the density gradient part 
of uj must be retained. The T-lu group has reported that just prior to the 
sawtooth crash dlnT/dr at q=1 always has the same value. Similar 
observations have been made on TFTR.' One might speculate that this 
observation indicates that the plasma has So satisfy a resonance condition 
(note that w 2 is likely to be relatively constant in a sawtoothing discharge 
whereas u 1 may change rapidly). In the presence of toroidal rotation a is 
replaced by ut - liû , where ui. is the local toroidal angular velocity of the 

rational surface. Variation in u. across the minor radius leads to a 
* 

it conclusion similar to the one presented here for variation in u . 
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FIGURES 

Fig. 1 Hyperbola in the a^, ijj,+ 1 plane. There is no intersection with the 
positive quadrant when a < 0, s < 0, and a6 > T-

Fig. 2 Real part of r, r , versus 6w for a' > s' and T' > 0. 
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